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Patents and the Dissemination of 

Inventions

In the Winter 2013 issue, Michele Boldrin and In the Winter 2013 issue, Michele Boldrin and 
David K. Levine (“The Case Against Patents,” David K. Levine (“The Case Against Patents,” 
pp.  3 – 22) conclude that patents pp.  3 – 22) conclude that patents cannot promote  promote 
the dissemination of technology and technical the dissemination of technology and technical 
information. They argue (p.  9) that if an inven-information. They argue (p.  9) that if an inven-
tor were reasonably certain that others would nottor were reasonably certain that others would not 
learn the details of an invention during the period learn the details of an invention during the period 
of patent protection, then patenting would be of patent protection, then patenting would be 
unnecessary because competitors would be unable unnecessary because competitors would be unable 
to make the invention and appropriate any of the to make the invention and appropriate any of the 
market from its inventor. That is, a patent provides market from its inventor. That is, a patent provides 
only one benefi t to the inventor: additional years only one benefi t to the inventor: additional years 
during which to sell an invention without competi-during which to sell an invention without competi-
tion. Similar analysis is frequently employed in the tion. Similar analysis is frequently employed in the 
legal and economics literature: for examples, see legal and economics literature: for examples, see 
Bessen and Maskin (2009, especially footnote 31); Bessen and Maskin (2009, especially footnote 31); 
Ohlin 2005; Kultti, Takalo, and Toikka (2007); and Ohlin 2005; Kultti, Takalo, and Toikka (2007); and 
in this journal, Posner (2005, p. 66).in this journal, Posner (2005, p. 66).

In contrast, we believe that a well-functioning In contrast, we believe that a well-functioning 
patent system can make a valuable contribution to patent system can make a valuable contribution to 
the general welfare by facilitating rapid dissemina-the general welfare by facilitating rapid dissemina-
tion of innovation. The Boldrin–Levine argument tion of innovation. The Boldrin–Levine argument 
assumes, on the contrary, that inventors intend to assumes, on the contrary, that inventors intend to 
manufacture and market their own inventions and manufacture and market their own inventions and 
therefore must keep the details of their inventions therefore must keep the details of their inventions 
out of the hands of competitors. This assumption out of the hands of competitors. This assumption 
may be true in some circumstances. However, here may be true in some circumstances. However, here 
are four  examples of circumstances in which an are four  examples of circumstances in which an 
inventor can benefi t from voluntary disclosure of inventor can benefi t from voluntary disclosure of 
his invention to others —provided he can be assured his invention to others —provided he can be assured 
that the invention cannot be stolen and copied. that the invention cannot be stolen and copied. 
Generally these situations have a common theme: Generally these situations have a common theme: 
The inventor requires assistance to bring his inven-The inventor requires assistance to bring his inven-
tion to customers, and such collaboration compels tion to customers, and such collaboration compels 
disclosure of the invention. After all, much of the disclosure of the invention. After all, much of the 
research output of universities is commercialized in research output of universities is commercialized in 
precisely this way. Indeed, society benefi ts when tasks precisely this way. Indeed, society benefi ts when tasks 
like innovation, manufacturing, and marketing are like innovation, manufacturing, and marketing are 
performed by those who are most effi cient at doing performed by those who are most effi cient at doing 
so—not necessarily the inventor.so—not necessarily the inventor.

1. The inventor needs partners to produce and sell the 
invention. In general, it is much more effi cient for In general, it is much more effi cient for 
an inventor to partner with a fi rm that has superior an inventor to partner with a fi rm that has superior 
manufacturing and selling capabilities. Even in the manufacturing and selling capabilities. Even in the 
earliest stages of negotiation between the inven-earliest stages of negotiation between the inven-
tor and, for instance, a potential manufacturer, tor and, for instance, a potential manufacturer, 
the inventor may need to disclose the invention. the inventor may need to disclose the invention. 
Confi dentiality agreements will not overcome the Confi dentiality agreements will not overcome the 
many pitfalls of this situation, so without a patent, many pitfalls of this situation, so without a patent, 
the inventor would risk having his invention copied the inventor would risk having his invention copied 
without compensation. A similar issue arises when an without compensation. A similar issue arises when an 
inventor requires fi nancing from investors, such as inventor requires fi nancing from investors, such as 
venture capitalists. Such investors are unlikely to part venture capitalists. Such investors are unlikely to part 
with their money until the inventor discloses perti-with their money until the inventor discloses perti-
nent information about the invention.nent information about the invention.

2. The inventor intends to license the use of the patent 
to others. An inventor may lack the necessary capital, An inventor may lack the necessary capital, 
infrastructure, or operational expertise to compete infrastructure, or operational expertise to compete 
in the market for the product based on his invention. in the market for the product based on his invention. 
For instance, universities routinely invent novel tech-For instance, universities routinely invent novel tech-
nology, which they then license to industry. Without nology, which they then license to industry. Without 
patent protection, inventors are rightly reluctant to patent protection, inventors are rightly reluctant to 
reveal the details of their inventions —for fear that reveal the details of their inventions —for fear that 
they will be copied by potential licensees.they will be copied by potential licensees.

3. The inventor sells the invention in one market, but 
others are more effi cient at selling in other markets. For For 
example, a fi rm that develops, manufactures, and example, a fi rm that develops, manufactures, and 
sells low-cost personal computers may invent com-sells low-cost personal computers may invent com-
ponents that also are appropriate for high-end web ponents that also are appropriate for high-end web 
server computers —a different product, with different server computers —a different product, with different 
customers. Without patent protection, an inventor customers. Without patent protection, an inventor 
has no incentive to disclose this invention to others has no incentive to disclose this invention to others 
or license it to other fi rms that could serve other mar-or license it to other fi rms that could serve other mar-
kets. As a result, the other markets will not be served at kets. As a result, the other markets will not be served at 
all—or only will be served much later on.all—or only will be served much later on.

4. The inventor wishes to exchange technology with a 
competitor. Technology transfer is a large and grow-Technology transfer is a large and grow-
ing practice in many high-tech industries. Consider ing practice in many high-tech industries. Consider 
an ordinary laptop, which is constructed and oper-an ordinary laptop, which is constructed and oper-
ated with technology incorporating thousands of ated with technology incorporating thousands of 
inventions made by hundreds of different inven-inventions made by hundreds of different inven-
tors over many years. These inventions are covered tors over many years. These inventions are covered 
by literally thousands of different patents held by literally thousands of different patents held 
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by many different proprietors. For instance, an by many different proprietors. For instance, an 
estimated 90,000-plus patents related to micropro-estimated 90,000-plus patents related to micropro-
cessors were held by more than 10,000 parties in cessors were held by more than 10,000 parties in 
2002 (US Federal Trade Commission 2003, p. 9). 2002 (US Federal Trade Commission 2003, p. 9). 
Thus, laptops are essentially dense bundles of Thus, laptops are essentially dense bundles of 
mutually benefi cial innovations that work together mutually benefi cial innovations that work together 
to offer consumers a benefi cial product or service. to offer consumers a benefi cial product or service. 
Patent protection allows each fi rm to show the Patent protection allows each fi rm to show the 
other the specifi cations of its technology and ulti-other the specifi cations of its technology and ulti-
mately exchange the rights to make use of each mately exchange the rights to make use of each 
other’s inventions through licensing agreements. other’s inventions through licensing agreements. 
This yields products that are superior to any that This yields products that are superior to any that 
could be produced entirely by a single fi rm.could be produced entirely by a single fi rm.

In all of these situations, patents are indispens-In all of these situations, patents are indispens-
able because other fi rms and potential sources of able because other fi rms and potential sources of 
fi nance cannot usefully discuss an invention with-fi nance cannot usefully discuss an invention with-
out fi rst knowing the details of its production and out fi rst knowing the details of its production and 
utilization. A patent reveals the invention while utilization. A patent reveals the invention while 
protecting against unauthorized duplication. Thus, protecting against unauthorized duplication. Thus, 
patents directly facilitate the dissemination of patents directly facilitate the dissemination of 
innovations because they allow inventors to carry innovations because they allow inventors to carry 
out the transfer of information. One extreme and out the transfer of information. One extreme and 
revealing example of the gains from dissemination revealing example of the gains from dissemination 
of an invention is the invention of obstetric forceps, of an invention is the invention of obstetric forceps, 
which can save lives during childbirth. Unfortu-which can save lives during childbirth. Unfortu-
nately, the inventor of this tool kept it secret so he nately, the inventor of this tool kept it secret so he 
could profi t from its use without competition. It could profi t from its use without competition. It 
remained a family secret for more than 100 years remained a family secret for more than 100 years 
and, consequently, benefi ted only the small num-and, consequently, benefi ted only the small num-
ber of women who were patients of that family of ber of women who were patients of that family of 
doctors (Dunn 1999).doctors (Dunn 1999).

Granted, ineffi ciencies in the current imple-Granted, ineffi ciencies in the current imple-
mentation of the US patent system leave much to mentation of the US patent system leave much to 
be desired and arguably damage the general inter-be desired and arguably damage the general inter-
est. In particular, current patenting rules offer est. In particular, current patenting rules offer 
little incentive for clear and full explanation of little incentive for clear and full explanation of 
the workings and utilization of inventions in the the workings and utilization of inventions in the 
descriptions provided and made public in patent descriptions provided and made public in patent 
documents. However, new incentives could be documents. However, new incentives could be 
incorporated into the patenting process to reward incorporated into the patenting process to reward 
full and comprehensible disclosure. Indeed, if full and comprehensible disclosure. Indeed, if 
implemented correctly, the patent system also implemented correctly, the patent system also 
facilitates the voluntary exchange of inventions facilitates the voluntary exchange of inventions 
through the leasing or sale of patent rights and in through the leasing or sale of patent rights and in 
this way speeds the replacement of obsolete prod-this way speeds the replacement of obsolete prod-
ucts and technology.ucts and technology.
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Response from Michele Boldrin and 

David K. Levine:

First let us say that nowhere do we conclude First let us say that nowhere do we conclude 
nor do we argue “that patents nor do we argue “that patents cannot promote the  promote the 
dissemination of technology and technical infor-dissemination of technology and technical infor-
mation.” We argue that the simple and standard mation.” We argue that the simple and standard 
argument according to which patents do promote argument according to which patents do promote 
the dissemination of technology and technical the dissemination of technology and technical 
information is incorrect. Our main argument does information is incorrect. Our main argument does 
not revolve around the dissemination of informa-not revolve around the dissemination of informa-
tion, but is rather that while patents may in some tion, but is rather that while patents may in some 
particular circumstances be useful to promote particular circumstances be useful to promote 
innovation, even in those cases, the “collateral innovation, even in those cases, the “collateral 
damages” they produce generate social costs argu-damages” they produce generate social costs argu-
ably larger than their benefi ts. With respect to ably larger than their benefi ts. With respect to 
dissemination of information, we showed in dissemination of information, we showed in 
Boldrin and Levine (2004) that the situation is Boldrin and Levine (2004) that the situation is 
complex and that patents may help or hinder the complex and that patents may help or hinder the 
dissemination of information.dissemination of information.

We do not have the impression that Alderucci We do not have the impression that Alderucci 
and Baumol disagree with this. Rather their main and Baumol disagree with this. Rather their main 
point is that under some circumstances —when it point is that under some circumstances —when it 
may be advantageous both individually and socially may be advantageous both individually and socially 
to involve third parties —patents may promote the to involve third parties —patents may promote the 
dissemination of technology and technical infor-dissemination of technology and technical infor-
mation, and we do not disagree with them about mation, and we do not disagree with them about 
this. However, we would add that, even without this. However, we would add that, even without 
patents, information is frequently shared with third patents, information is frequently shared with third 
parties —in addition to the evidence we mention parties —in addition to the evidence we mention 
below, the incentives that give rise to information below, the incentives that give rise to information 
sharing without patents are discussed, for exam-sharing without patents are discussed, for exam-
ple, in Anton and Yao (1994), Henry and Ponce ple, in Anton and Yao (1994), Henry and Ponce 
(2009), Boldrin and Levine (2010), Ponce (2011), (2009), Boldrin and Levine (2010), Ponce (2011), 
and Bessen and Nuvolari (2013) among others. and Bessen and Nuvolari (2013) among others. 
The models and practical cases discussed in this lit-The models and practical cases discussed in this lit-
erature address, as a matter of fact, pretty much all erature address, as a matter of fact, pretty much all 
the four cases suggested by Aldarucci and Baumol, the four cases suggested by Aldarucci and Baumol, 
showing that their primarily theoretical conclusion showing that their primarily theoretical conclusion 
is far from obvious.is far from obvious.
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Ultimately the issue of information dissemi-Ultimately the issue of information dissemi-
nation—like every issue involving patents —is nation—like every issue involving patents —is 
empirical and quantitative. Here we would point empirical and quantitative. Here we would point 
to the two most well-established pieces of system-to the two most well-established pieces of system-
atic evidence we know of. Kahn and Sokoloff atic evidence we know of. Kahn and Sokoloff 
(2001) show that, in the nineteenth century under (2001) show that, in the nineteenth century under 
US patent law, there was widespread sharing of US patent law, there was widespread sharing of 
information. Nuvolari (2004) shows, also in the information. Nuvolari (2004) shows, also in the 
nineteenth century, that in the absence of the use nineteenth century, that in the absence of the use 
of patents there was widespread sharing of infor-of patents there was widespread sharing of infor-
mation. Taken together, these two studies suggest mation. Taken together, these two studies suggest 
that the presence or absence of patents may not be that the presence or absence of patents may not be 
terribly important for information sharing. Or, if terribly important for information sharing. Or, if 
we probed the matter more deeply both theoreti-we probed the matter more deeply both theoreti-
cally and empirically, as have Bessen and Nuvolari cally and empirically, as have Bessen and Nuvolari 
(2013), we would fi nd that when new technologies (2013), we would fi nd that when new technologies 
compete with old, patents hinder rather than help compete with old, patents hinder rather than help 
information sharing; and Bessen and Nuvolari information sharing; and Bessen and Nuvolari 
document this historically in steam engines, power document this historically in steam engines, power 
looms, and the steel industry.looms, and the steel industry.

Alderucci and Baumol give one anecdote to sup-Alderucci and Baumol give one anecdote to sup-
port the idea that information sharing is encouraged port the idea that information sharing is encouraged 
by patents: the invention by the Chamberlen family by patents: the invention by the Chamberlen family 
of obstetric forceps. As the Chamberlens kept the of obstetric forceps. As the Chamberlens kept the 
invention secret for roughly a century, exactly how invention secret for roughly a century, exactly how 
and when the forceps were invented are not known. and when the forceps were invented are not known. 
It is not the case, however, that they were unwilling It is not the case, however, that they were unwilling 
to sell the secret to a third party: they attempted to sell the secret to a third party: they attempted 
explicitly to do so in 1670 in France where it does explicitly to do so in 1670 in France where it does 
not appear that they held a patent. The reason they not appear that they held a patent. The reason they 
were unable to sell the device had nothing to do were unable to sell the device had nothing to do 
with patents: that demonstration was a fi asco and with patents: that demonstration was a fi asco and 
the patient died. Moreover, with the passage of the the patient died. Moreover, with the passage of the 
Statute of Monopolies in 1624, the Chamberlens Statute of Monopolies in 1624, the Chamberlens 
did have recourse to patents in England, where did have recourse to patents in England, where 
they resided. Nevertheless, they continued to they resided. Nevertheless, they continued to 
keep the invention secret. The basic history of the keep the invention secret. The basic history of the 
Chamberlens as described here appears to be widely Chamberlens as described here appears to be widely 
agreed upon, and can be found in Dunn (1999) or agreed upon, and can be found in Dunn (1999) or 
the Wikipedia article on Peter Chamberlen. This the Wikipedia article on Peter Chamberlen. This 
anecdote, then, supports our main point: availabil-anecdote, then, supports our main point: availabil-
ity of patents, per se, does not necessarily foster the ity of patents, per se, does not necessarily foster the 
dissemination of innovations.dissemination of innovations.

There is a broader point about both secrecy and There is a broader point about both secrecy and 
the incentive to innovate that should be under-the incentive to innovate that should be under-
stood: regardless of whether a successful invention stood: regardless of whether a successful invention 
can be or is patented, a successful invention gen-can be or is patented, a successful invention gen-
erally increases the demand for the inventor’s erally increases the demand for the inventor’s 
services—and this tendency is reinforced if the services—and this tendency is reinforced if the 
invention is widely known and used. Another anec-invention is widely known and used. Another anec-
dote (told in Loudon 1989) about obstetric forceps dote (told in Loudon 1989) about obstetric forceps 
in the mid-nineteenth century makes the point: in the mid-nineteenth century makes the point: 
“[A]ny obstetrician worth his salt had to have a “[A]ny obstetrician worth his salt had to have a 
pair of forceps to his name.” And the more widely pair of forceps to his name.” And the more widely 

used the forceps, the greater the reputation of the used the forceps, the greater the reputation of the 
obstetrician.obstetrician.
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